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ABSTRACT

The extent to which angular momentum transport in accretion discs is primarily local or non-local and what determines this is an important avenue of study for understanding accretion engines. Taking a step along this path, we analyze simulations of the magnetorotational instability (MRI) by calculating energy and stress power spectra in stratified isothermal shearing box simulations in several new ways. We divide our boxes in two regions, disc and corona where the disc is the MRI unstable region and corona is the magnetically dominated region. We calculate the fractional power in different quantities, including magnetic energy and Maxwell stresses and find that they are dominated by contributions from the lowest wave numbers. This is even more dramatic for the corona than the disc, suggesting that transport in the corona region is dominated by larger structures than the disc. By calculating averaged power spectra in one direction of \( k \) space at a time, we also show that the MRI turbulence is strongly anisotropic on large scales when analyzed by this method, but isotropic on small scales. Although the shearing box itself is meant to represent a local section of an accretion disc, the fact that the stress and energy are dominated by the largest scales highlights that the locality is not captured within the box. This helps to quantify the intuitive importance of global simulations for addressing the question of locality of transport, for which similar analyses can be performed.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Angular momentum transport in accretion discs has been a long standing topic of research (for a review, see e.g. Kato et al. (2008), Shariff (2009), Königl & Salmeron (2011), Blackman (2012), Abramowicz & Fragile (2013), Blaes (2013)). Rapid variability observed in systems like Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN) hints at some kind of an enhanced mechanism for transport caused by turbulence. Shakura & Sunyaev (1973) constructed a 1-D model of an accretion disc with an \( \alpha \) parametrization for such an enhanced diffusion mechanism that they used to approximate the turbulent transport. Because the formalism is of practical value, results of possible hydrodynamic and magnetohydrodynamic transport mechanisms are often quantified in terms of \( \alpha \) but understanding the various mechanisms and the validity of quantifying them in such a simple parameterization are both topics of active research. One limitation of a “local” formalism for transport is that these accretion engines also commonly have jets and coronae which are large scale phenomena. The question of what determines the fraction of local vs. non-local transport for a general accretor is an engaging avenue of research.

The magnetorotational instability (MRI)\(^\text{(Balbus & Hawley (1991), Balbus & Hawley (1998))}\) has emerged as a plausible solution to the long standing angular momentum transport problem, at least for highly ionized discs. The radial-azimuthal stresses from shearing box simulations, when averaged over the whole box, first show a definitive exponential growth, and subsequently saturate in a fully developed turbulent state. In interpreting the results from simulations, it is necessary to be careful in distinguishing conceptual lessons that can be learned from specific results that may depend on the choice of initial \( B \) fields, boundary conditions, domain size, and resolution. For a detailed convergence study and review of previous work of both local and global simulations see Hawley et al. (2011).

While the MRI is commonly thought of as a source of local transport, an important result of stratified MRI simulations (e.g. local: Miller & Stone (2000), global: Penna et al. (2010)) in this context is that MRI turbulent discs lead to formation of a laminar coronal region where magnetic fields...
dominate thermal pressure at a few scale heights (typically 2 scale heights) above from the mid-plane thought to be the corona. The transport properties are expected to be different in the corona and the formation of such hints at the emergence of non-local processes.

The main focus of our paper is to quantitatively assess the locality and anisotropy of MRI generated turbulence by calculating energy and stress spectra for a set of stratified shearing box simulations with different domain sizes and resolution. We are also explore whether the scale of the dominant transport structures are strongly affected by the numerical setup and the extent to which convergence among our simulations emerges. We describe our numerical setup in section 2. In section 3, we discuss our results based on spectral calculations. We synthesize the interpretation of our results with those of previous MRI literature in section 4. We conclude in section 5.

2 Numerical Methods

We use the publicly available finite volume high order Godunov code ATHENA (Gardiner & Stone (2005), Stone et al. (2008)). We solve the ideal MHD equations in the shearing box approximation with orbital advection (Stone & Gardiner (2010)). Our setup is identical to (Simon et al. 2012): we use an isothermal equation of state p = ρc_s^2, where p is pressure, ρ is density, c_s is sound speed. We perform density stratified simulations with a Gaussian density profile: ρ = ρ_0 exp(-z^2/H^2) where H = \sqrt{2}c_s/Ω = scale height and Ω = angular velocity. Our initial conditions are Ω = 10^{-3}, ρ_0 = 1, p_0 = 5 \times 10^{-7}. We use periodic boundaries in ‘y’ and ‘z’ and sheared periodic boundaries in ‘x’ (Hawley et al. 1995).

We use a constant initial β = 2p_0/B_0^2 = 100 throughout the disc, with initial net toroidal field having a Gaussian profile in the vertical direction just like the density. We impose no net initial vertical field to avoid known numerical issues (Bai & Stone (2013), Fromang et al. (2013), Lesur et al. (2013)).

We distinguish between disc and corona using the height above which the ratio of magnetic to thermal pressure (≡ β) drops below unity. The magnetically dominated region with β < 1 is defined as the corona while the thermally dominated region β > 1 is the disc. Computing quantities for the separate restricted regions of corona and disc means that even for a shearing box with periodic boundaries in ‘y’ and ‘z’ and shear periodic boundary in ‘x’, periodicity in the vertical boundaries is lost and so we avoid the use of 3D Fourier transforms. We only Fourier transform physical quantities in ‘x’ and ‘y’. We then take the complex norm squared before averaging over the relevant vertical region.

We vary domain size and resolution for our runs to study their effects on MRI transport properties. Table 1 provides a summary of our runs and figure 1 provides a time history of stresses. Note that we vary the domain size and the resolution separately. The shorthand label for each run is given in the first column and the last column quotes the value of Shakura-Sunyaev α = (ρvxvy - BxBy)/p_0. Note that for the calculation of α and the turbulent spectra below, we subtract off the background shear v = v_{total} + qΩz \mathbf{e}_y, where the shear parameter \( q = -d \ln \Omega/d \ln r = 3/2 \) for Keplerian flows.

For a quantity F(x) in configuration whose 2D Fourier transform is \( f(k) \), we compute 1D power spectra by averaging the 2D spectra in three different ways:

(i) circle average: \( 2\pi k |f(k)|^2 = \int |f(k')|^2 \delta(|k'| - k)dk' / \int \delta(|k'| - k)dk' \), where \( |k| = \sqrt{k_x^2 + k_y^2} \),

(ii) y-average: \( |f(k_y)|^2 = \int |f(k)|^2 dk_x/ \int dk_y \),

(iii) x-average: \( |f(k_x)|^2 = \int |f(k)|^2 dk_y/ \int dk_x \).

Note that 1D averaged energy spectra have units of energy per unit wavenumber and they are normalized by initial pressure p_0 (see figure 3). Our stress spectra (e.g. \( |B_xB_y(k)|^2 \)) in figure 2 plots are similar except for an important difference that stress spectra have units of stress squared per unit wavenumber and so we have normalized them by initial pressure squared. Note that the wavenumber \( k \equiv 2\pi n/L_s \), where \( n \) is mode number, and \( L_s \) is the length of the domain in one of the directions.

In addition to plotting power spectra, we calculate the fractional power contained in a range of wave numbers from the minimum \( k_{\text{min}} \) up to \( k \) to estimate the scales of structures that dominate the energy and stresses. The fractional power \( Q_f(k) \) for circle averaged power spectrum \( 2\pi k |f(k)|^2 \) is calculated as follows:

\[
Q_f(k) = \frac{\int_{k_{\text{min}}}^{k} |f(k')|^2 2\pi k' dk'}{\int_{k_{\text{min}}}^{k_{\text{max}}} |f(k')|^2 2\pi k' dk'},
\]

where \( k_{\text{min}} \) and \( k_{\text{max}} \) are wave number ranges corresponding to the first mode and and the last mode respectively. While for ‘x’ or ‘y’ averaged power spectrum we use the following method:

\[
Q_f(k_i) = \frac{\int_{k_{i_{\text{min}}}}^{k_i} |f(k')|^2 dk'}{\int_{k_{i_{\text{min}}}}^{k_{i_{\text{max}}}} |f(k')|^2 dk'},
\]

where \( k_i \) is either \( k_x \) or \( k_y \) and \( k_{i_{\text{min}}} \), \( k_{i_{\text{max}}} \) represent the first and last mode respectively. We ignore contributions from the zeroth mode, given our periodic boundaries. Note that for a given 1D averaged energy spectrum (e.g. \( |B_x(k)|^2 \)), \( Q_f(k_i) \) represents fractional power in energy as a function of the wavenumber.
of radial wavenumber. However, for stress power spectra, for example $|B_x B_y(k_x)|^2$, this formula gives fractional power $Q_f(k_x)$ in units of stress squared as a function of the radial wavenumber. So for stresses, we take the fractional power to be $\sqrt{Q_f(k_x)}$.

### 3 RESULTS FOR MRI ENERGY AND STRESSES AS A FUNCTION OF SCALE

We calculate power spectra of energy and stresses to study the non-locality and anisotropy of MRI turbulence. Existing literature (e.g. Guan et al. (2009), Simon et al. (2012)) has mostly focused on calculating correlation functions as a measure of non-locality. While correlations tell us about the scale over which a given quantity varies, the correlation by itself lacks information about the the magnitude of that quantity as a function of scale. Our complementary focus on the fractional power, provides key information on the strength of these structures that the MRI tends to produce.

#### 3.1 Length scale dependence of turbulent spectra

We plot the $xy$ Maxwell stress spectrum in figure 2 for two different resolutions. Note that since the disc and corona spectra are vertically averaged over their respective region, the total stress spectra computed by our procedure would be the weighted sum of the disc and corona and would thus lie somewhere between the two. Turnovers in the spectra are only seen in the disc region, not in the corona. Convergence is hard to define for power spectra but these plots suggest that the low wavenumber power distributions do not change with resolution. The difference is, however, pronounced at higher wavenumbers. The ratio of $\alpha$ for the two runs 24Perx4y4 and 48Perx4y4 is 0.0316 and 0.040 respectively. We have not varied our vertical box sizes for the two runs 24Perx4y4 and 48Perx4y4 is 0.0316 and 0.040 respectively. We have not varied our vertical box sizes for the two runs 24Perx2y4 and 48Perx2y4 is 0.0316 and 0.040 respectively. We have not varied our vertical box sizes.

We observe no turnover for magnetic energy spectra in the corona for any of our runs, which indicates that while the disc (MRI dominated region) has shown some signs of the inertial range being completely captured within the domain of the simulation, the corona needs even higher resolution or even larger domain size to assess where its outer scale lies. The fact that for both kinetic and magnetic energy the few lowest wave numbers hold the most power suggests that the MRI tends to produce.

#### Table 1. Summary of different runs. $\alpha = \frac{\langle \rho u_x u_y - B_x B_y \rangle}{\rho_0}$ is time averaged from 15 orbits onwards and volume averaged over the whole box.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain $(L_x, L_y, L_z)$</th>
<th>Resolution (zones/H)</th>
<th>Orbits $(2\pi/\Omega)$</th>
<th>$\alpha$ $(\times 10^{-3})$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>24Perx2y4 (2, 4, 8)</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>7.105 ± 2.758</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24Perx4y2 (4, 2, 8)</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>7.897 ± 1.807</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24Perx4y4 (4, 4, 8)</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>6.470 ± 1.523</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24Perx4y8 (4, 8, 8)</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>8.899 ± 2.062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24Perx8y4 (8, 4, 8)</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>5.921 ± 0.950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48Perx2y4 (2, 4, 8)</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>6.347 ± 1.549</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48Perx4y2 (4, 2, 8)</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>5.109 ± 0.927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48Perx4y4 (4, 4, 8)</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>8.259 ± 0.929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48Perx4y8 (4, 8, 8)</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>8.897 ± 2.575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48Perx8y4 (8, 4, 8)</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>7.445 ± 1.113</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 2. Resolution dependence of $xy$ Maxwell stress power spectrum multiplied by $k$ for the disc (blue) and corona (black). Note that the quantity plotted has units of stress squared per unit wavenumber. Coronal spectra for both resolutions do not show a turnover while the disc spectra do.](image)

A noteworthy feature as we change the domain size, is the gap between disc and corona spectra. For the magnetic energy spectra, this gap narrows as we increase the domain size, particularly at lower wavenumbers while for the kinetic energy spectra the gap is considerably larger and does not change much for larger domains. The effect of this gap can also be seen in the real space volume averaged ratio of ki-
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Figure 3. Domain size dependence of energy (density) spectra multiplied by $k$ for the disc (blue) and corona (black). Note that the run 48Perx4y4 represents the case of $L_x = L_y = 4H$ and is plotted for cases in which we vary the radial (left) and azimuthal (right) domain sizes. For the magnetic energy spectra, the $L_x = 2H, 4H$ (top left) and $L_y = 4H, 8H$ (top right) runs show a turnover in the disc region but those for the largest radial domain $L_x = 8H$ the smallest azimuthal domain $L_y = 2H$ do not. Except for the smallest radial domain $L_x = 2H$, both the disc and coronal kinetic energy (bottom left) spectra show a turnover. Kinetic energy spectra for $L_x = 2$ and $L_y = 4H$ (bottom right) do not show a turnover in the corona but both these runs have spectra in the disc region that flattens off at low wavenumbers.

netic energy in the corona compared to the disc, which is for example 0.0580 for the run 48Perx4y4. For the same run, the corresponding volume averaged ratio of magnetic energy in the corona vs the disc is 0.258.

3.2 Fractional power as function of scale and anisotropy

The dominance of power in large scales is most dramatically conveyed by the fractional power calculations. Figure 4 shows fractional power of magnetic energy, kinetic energy and the two Maxwell stresses for the run 48Perx4y4. All of these quantities are dominated by the first few wavenumbers. This is something we observe across all of our runs. Calculations of such fractional power spectra do not seem to have been done in the previous literature.

In addition, we have analyzed the anisotropy by comparing 1D averaged power spectra with respect to $k_x$, $k_y$ and $k$. Like (Lesur & Longaretti 2011), we find that spectra exhibit strong anisotropy at the largest scales but become more isotropic at smaller scales. For all of the quantities that we have considered, the fractional power in the first few $k_y$ modes is much greater than the corresponding fractional power in $k_x$. This is consistent with the notion that because the shear time scale is the same on all scales and the turnover time is shorter on small scales, the small scales are less affected by shear than the large scales. Structures which get elongated because of shear turn out to be the most dominant structures for transport. We also find that varying the domain size does not have any effect on anisotropy up to the domain sizes we have used. Given that we do not see a clear outer scale to our inertial range in any of our runs, it remains to be seen whether the anisotropy we see persists for very high resolution simulations with explicit dissipation but the physical argument above suggests that it would.

Finally, note that we also find the fractional power in kinetic energy (figure 4) to exhibit the same behaviour in both the disc and corona whereas for magnetic energy, the first few lowest modes have greater fractional power relative to the total power in the corona than for the corresponding fractional power within the disc compared to the total disc power. This result is consistent with the notion that the largest magnetic structures survive MRI shredding and rise to the corona (Blackman & Pessah 2009). This also suggests that kinetic structures are rather unaffected by buoyancy.

While we have focused on the anisotropy of energy and
stress spectra with respect to different wavenumber components, we also note that another way to characterize anisotropy is to compare power spectra of different components of the magnetic field, for example $B_x^2$, $B_y^2$ and $B_z^2$. Examples of such a comparison for global simulations include Flock et al. (2012) and Parkin (2014).

4 DISCUSSION AND CONNECTIONS TO PREVIOUS WORK

In the literature, we have found some examples of analysis of MRI generated turbulence using energy spectra and a few cases with stress spectra as well. In the following subsections, we compare our findings with previous work.

4.1 Convergence and Non-Locality

Table 1 shows that the values of $\alpha$ are similar for all of our runs. Thus if convergence of volume averaged stresses were the only important criterion, our simulations might be said to be converged. However, if one were to define a ‘turnover’ or a unique peak in the spectra as an essential criterion for numerical convergence, or for capturing the dominant spectral range of MRI turbulence, then we would conclude that we have not achieved convergence with either resolution or domain size. In particular, although some of the disc spectra for different resolution and domain sizes do show a peak, magnetic energy spectra in the corona do not show any peak at all for any our runs. Overall however, even for cases when there a spectral peak, our energy and stress spectra calculations show that the MRI leads to predominantly non-local anisotropic transport within the shearing box.

The implication of our results is different from (but not inconsistent with) the notion that the MRI energy injection may not be local (Lesur & Longaretti 2011): Regardless of where the injection scale may be, the saturated MRI state seems to indicate magnetic energy migrating toward large scales. Fromang (2010) is the only paper that we have found that shows a clear low wave number turnover in magnetic energy spectra. Unlike our present simulations however, these results were for unstratified and small radial do-
main boxes with explicit dissipation. Nevertheless, the fact that they see a clear turnover is significant because earlier work employing similar domain sizes but lower resolution (Hawley et al. 1995, Stone et al. 1996) did not find such a turnover. This hints at some resolution dependence of the ‘non-local’ structures in these unstratified boxes, even though the range of domain sizes studied was not large.

Note that both Fromang (2010) and Lesur & Longaretti (2011) describe unstratified MRI simulations with small box sizes. It is plausible that because of the interplay between Parker instability and MRI, the largest scales in the disc may rise to the corona (Blackman & Pessah 2009). It is also not clear whether the forcing or energy injection scale for unstratified and stratified MRI simulations should be the same. Davis et al. (2010) study energy spectra for different resolutions both with and without stratification and find that the spectra only converge with resolution for stratified cases.

One might ask how we can make conclusions about whether the MRI leads to non-local transport given that shearing box is itself a local approximation. The issue is whether a shearing box can be large enough to capture the dominant MRI energetics and stresses while still being small enough to represent a local approximation. Indeed the distinction between local and non-local can only be fully tested with a global simulation that incorporates a more realistic geometry (Regev & Umurhan 2008). Although a thorough energy spectra analysis has not been done for global simulations, there are several examples that include energy (e.g. Flock et al. 2012, Suzuki & Inutsuka 2013) and stress spectra (Beckwith et al. 2011, Sorathia et al. 2012, Parkin & Bicknell 2013) and they all seem to indicate that the dominant magnetic structures are large scale, and the transport non-local.

4.2 Importance of stress spectra and torque

We also point out that there has been a dearth of study of stress spectra in the literature and perhaps even more fundamentally, the torque. Since the problem of disc transport revolves around stresses, understanding the dominant scales of angular momentum transport is bolstered by MRI stress spectra in addition to energy. For example, Parkin & Bicknell (2013) show that while magnetic energy spectra ‘converge’ for all of their runs, their radial stress spectrum for the lowest resolution run does not. Other than our results herein (figure 4 bottom right), we are unaware of any previous studies of the fractional power of the vertical stress spectrum and we find that its power distribution is nearly identical to the radial stresses (figure 4 bottom left). But this needs to be explored with higher resolution simulations.

In shearing box simulations, vertical stresses are typically an order of magnitude or more smaller (Miller & Stone 2000) when averaged compared to radial stresses. But a vertical stress smaller than a radial stress by a ratio of $H/R$ could still produce a torque comparable to that from the radial stress. It is indeed torque that matters for angular momentum transport. Since vertical stresses are likely associated with coronae and jets their importance for assessing the non-locality of MRI induced transport is further exacerbated.

The nature of outflows generated from a MRI unstable shearing box configuration in the presence of a net vertical field has been the subject of recent work by Suzuki & Inutsuka (2009), Fromang et al. (2013), Bai & Stone (2013), Lesur et al. (2013). Due to the periodic boundary conditions used, the initial net vertical flux remains conserved throughout the simulation. In particular, Bai & Stone (2013) find that the ratio of radial and vertical transport depends sensitively on the initial field strength. The shearing box setup includes radial shear but no vertical shear, a limitation in the interpretation of the azimuthal-vertical stresses as compared to real discs. Nonetheless Bai & Stone (2013) seem to suggest indeed that vertical transport can become comparable with radial transport for $\beta \sim 1000$ if $H/R \sim 0.1$.

5 CONCLUSION

Using energy and stress power spectra and fractional power as a function of wave number, we have demonstrated that the MRI leads to predominantly anisotropic and non-local turbulent structures at least within a shearing box. These findings are broadly consistent with previous MRI studies that employ correlation functions. However, our computation of the fractional power spectrum in energy and stress helps assess the question of locality more directly than previous approaches. We find that not only that MRI leads to non-local structures but that these structures dominate transport. Because our simulations were conducted for a shearing box, we cannot assess how nonlocal the transport would be in a global simulation from the MRI but the method we have used to assess this would be applicable. Our findings based on study of a range of domain sizes do suggest that the anisotropy and non-locality would likely persist on non-local scales within a global disc. An important physical implication of this result is to highlight that the transport found in MRI simulations may not be congruent with the local, isotropic and radial-only transport model of Shakura & Sunyaev (1973), further motivating the opportunities to improve the basic semi-analytic framework for modeling accretion discs.
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